
A SUMMARY OF THE NOVEL WUTHERING HEIGHTS BY CHARLOTTE

BRONTE

Wuthering Heights opens with Lockwood, a tenant of Heathcliff's, visiting the home of his landlord. A subsequent
Heights. Emily BrontÃ«. BUY Book Summary.

He is desirous of getting control of Wuthering Heights and Thrushcross Grange and destroy Edgar Linton and
everything he holds dear. Shortly after a night spent walking on the moors, Heathcliff dies. Mr and Mrs
Linton: Edgar's and Isabella's parents, they educate their children in a well-behaved and sophisticated way.
Wuthering Heights written under her pen name, Ellis Bell, was published in  Heathcliff has been considered a
Byronic hero , but critics have pointed out that he reinvents himself at various points, making his character
hard to fit into any single type. Their relationship would get further strained with the return of Heathcliff.
Before dying, she calls he brother and she says that she wants him to care for her son. Catherine is delighted,
but Edgar is not. Finally, Isabella run away with her son who bear the name of her brother to South. Edgar is
very protective of her and as a result she is eager to discover what lies beyond the confines of the Grange.
Earnshaw's death, Hindley does what he can to destroy Heathcliff, but Catherine and Heathcliff grow up
playing wildly on the moors, oblivious of anything or anyone else â€” until they encounter the Lintons. While
their friendship develops, Heathcliff begins to act strangely and has visions of Catherine. Wuthering Heights
Characters Wuthering Heights was rejected during its first publication. Edgar and Catherine were married
when she was 18 or  He allows Heathcliff to stay, but only as a servant, and regularly mistreats him. After
being discovered, they try to run away, but they are caught. Once an orphan, later a pampered and favored son,
Heathcliff now finds himself treated as a common laborer, forced to work in the fields. When the novel ends,
Hareton and Cathy plan to marry and move to the Grange. He waits 17 years for his vengeance to take effect.
Another similarity with society today involves the importance of personal connections to further your
education possibilities and business opportunities This is what he learns from a housekeeper, Ellen Dean , who
had been with one of the two families for all of her life: In around , a gentleman-farmer named Earnshaw went
from his farm, Wuthering Heights, to Liverpool on a business trip. Earnshaw grows to prefer Heathcliff to his
own son, and when Hindley continues his cruelty to Heathcliff, Mr. Characters[ edit ] Heathcliff : Found,
presumably orphaned, on the streets of Liverpool and taken by Mr. He finds solace in his daughter, Cathy, and
he brings up her ideally. He returns to live there with his new wife, Frances. The Lintons called for help and
the wilder children fled, but Catherine was caught by a bulldog and they were brought inside. Mr Green:
Edgar's corruptible lawyer who should have changed Edgar's will to prevent Heathcliff from gaining
Thrushcross Grange. She hopes to use her position as Edgar's wife to raise Heathcliff's standing. Heathcliff
vows revenge and does not care who he hurts while executing it. He did not like his daughter Catherine's
charming and mischievous ways. While pregnant, she escapes to London and gives birth to a son, Linton.
Frances gave birth to a son, Hareton, and died soon after of tuberculosis.


